
Australian Airline Pilot Academy AAPA

Don Kendall Drive
Forrest Hill, NSW
Australia

Phone: +61 2 6926 7400

Flying School in Forrest Hill, NSWWith over thirty years of flying tradition and

experience behind us, we know what it takes to make the best commercial and

Airline pilots. Besides training pilots, AAPA's parent company Regional Express (Rex)

is also the largest independent regional airline in Australia and has been recognised

by experts all over the globe as the world’s best regional airline.AAPA has a proven

ability to train high quality commercial pilots from ab-initio to airline standard CPL

with a large percentage of its graduate pilots progressing directly to First Officers on

Rex's fleet of Saab 340 aircraft. At AAPA’s AUD 28 million dollar brand new state-of-

the-art campus, you not only learn to fly in the most modern of flight simulators and

brand new training aircraft equipped with glass cockpits, you are also immersed in a

total aviation environment as the academy is situated close by the Wagga Wagga

airport terminal and Rex Airline's heavy maintenance base.Thinking of becoming a

high flyer? We know how to train Airline Pilots. AAPA is where you need to be, right

now.AAPA is wholly owned and operated by a major airline, specifically Regional

Express (Rex), the largest independent regional airline in Australia. As the initial

AAPA graduates were all destined to be inducted directly into Rex as First Officers

on SAAB 340 aircraft under the Rex Pilot Cadet Programme, the Academy’s

curriculum and training were specifically designed to meet the airline’s own high

standards and stringent criteria for entry as First Officers. Consequently all AAPA

graduates can be assured that they will be trained to meet the highest standards

demanded by airline operators.
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